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Welcome to the 4th edition of the Herts & Essex Climbing Club Newsletter. Here we hope to
provide you with lots of information, stories of climbing, news and forthcoming events. Please
feel free to send us anything that you wish to be included in the next edition. Stories and
pictures can be email to: hecc-newsletter@hotmail.co.uk

This edition is full of fantastic stories and epic
adventures.
Men in tights
This is a story of 2 bold men not afraid of putting on a pair of running
tights and having a bit of muddy fun in the Peak District. It all came about
because of a competition they have entered at the end of October call
the OMM and thought they had better do some training. The weekend
started with a late drive to the YHA at Youlgrave after a tasty HECC
social at the curry house and the long drive done they crept into the room
and got some sleep. Breakfast was served and quickly eaten, checking
the weather the men then got changed into their running tights, fell
shoes, water packs & excitedly headed for the hills to the sound of the
local church ringing out its bells like a starting gun at a big race . The day
brought hills that were huffed & puffed up, mud & puddles sloshed
through, map & compass skills brushed up on. They resisted stopping at
the crags they passed to have a climb as they knew that this fun was to
be had the next day. Soon after completing their 9.5 mile route they ate
some grub, extra energy was found so it was decided that a quick dash
to one of the crags could be done. At Millstone, 3 HVS climbs were
accented, Hacklespur 5b / Plexity 5a & Estremo 5a with the last one
being finished at dusk with the belayer topping out just as the light
disappeared. With kit collected they headed back to the van using the
torch light from the iPhone to guide the way back.. With big smiles &
slightly achy legs the local pub was visited to have some more grub &
beer ... Two men in tights were weary from the days activities & slightly
wobbly from the beer they crawled into their beds dreaming of the next
days climbing fun...
Day two came and they awoke from their sleep, keen for the day ahead
they stuffed their breakfast down and headed for the hills. Today's
mission was to run between 3 crags and climb at each crag with the
rope, rack, climbing shoes, harness, helmets and lunch on their backs,
however today's backpacks where considerably heavier, although one of
the packs did seam to be smaller Hmmmm!!!... The 1st crag was not a
long run, just a few kilometres from the car park and with now honed
skills from the day before (or just good luck) the 1st climb was found
quickly, Knights Move HVS 5b. Kit was quickly put on and with no time
wasted the route was done and both men stood at the top pleased the
day was off to a fine start.. Checking the map the two men were off again

running at a good pace eager to get to the next climb, this was a longer run than before and took them
along a lovely footpath, along the hillside and following a river through some lovely woodland. Other
walkers along the route moved out of the way and lined the route like the two men were in a big race. Or
could It have been that the sight of two men in tights with heavy rucksacks, panting and sweating it was
better to keep away from them ?? ... The second crag was Lawencefield and the route chosen was Great
Peter E1 5b This was a harder route with a tricky start, after an initial boost at the beginning of the route it
was lead in fine climbing style . Although being pumped was the theme of this route, but then again was it
not decided before the day started that nothing above a HVS would be climbed !!! Once again they packed
their things and swiftly made their way towards the last crag. This run route was just as nice, although it
did involve a lot more up hill. after passing Higger Tor the grand stage of Stannage Edge came before
them ... Keen to get to the final playground their pace quickened. Soon they were standing at the base of
the climbs looking up at the rock like kids in a candy store, what to do? So many to choose from! ... Their
bellies started to rumble so lunch was eaten while looking at what to play on, the men wondered that
maybe the climbers of the 80s may have had something when they were climbing in their multi coloured
leggings and permed hair!! The men felt fit and were moving well so the decision was made that they
would go for their top grades E1 5b East Rib / E2 Yosemite Wall 5b was selected .... The first one was
good. With ‘trusting your feet’ moves and ‘keeping in balance’ required, gear was good where it could be
placed and the leader was pleased that he was back at the grade he liked to play in :-) now for the 2nd
route, this was the other mans 1st time at his grade so tension was high. From the ground below he
carefully studied the route looking for its weaknesses, looking for where gear could be placed and where
extra attention had to be taken... The 1st few moves where tricky with ‘hanging awkwardly’ to place small,
dubious gear.. Soon a good stance was found and a small rest could be had. His fellow belayer shouted
up "I can't remember do you want me to tell you if some of your gear comes out?" !! ... Putting this to the
back of his mind he pressed on with the ‘long reach’ bit with no gear. He dealt with this quickly and before
he knew it he was at a good gear placement. Only a few moves more and the top was his ... At the top he
looked down with a big smile and drew a big "tick" in the air, his 1st E2 done and what a great finale to a
fantastic weekend. His second soon got to the top and congratulated is fellow climber on a fine climbing
style. Now just a quick run back to the car and the days adventure would be done. For the last time they
packed their stuff and headed for home & even though they had been out all day running and climbing the
last climbs gave them an extra spring in their step and they were soon back.. Moral of this story is if you’re
stuck at your grade for climbing maybe give wearing some 80's style Lycra leggings a go when climbing at
the crag !! You never know with the extra stretch you just might achieve your goal ....
Dave
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Email your answers to:
hecc-newsletter@hotmail.co.uk
The first 3 correct entries will win a
small climbing related prize!

Adventures With Phil
Working on the premise of "If Phil can climb it, I can climb it" when Mark said
Phil wants to do a 40 metre traverse and I hate traversing .... I thought "Sure,
how bad can it be"
Only the most scary thing I've ever done EVER
2 metres in and the only thing that stopped me going back was the thought I
couldn't abandon Phil
I had to say out loud to myself "don't look up, don't look down... Just look at the
little bit of rock in front of you"
Best not to think about coming off, swinging sideways, bashing into the rock and
ending up in the Atlantic.... he won't let go of the rope!
The line of the route wasn't clear to Phil so I had to climb up to retrieve gear and
then more frighteningly back down. Long stretch without gear.....involving me
tugging back on the rope thinking yes I know I like it tight but "FFS you are
pulling me off You b#§t#¢d"
My first experience of rope drag!
Still the sun was shining & the 2nd pitch was easy
Phil has taken me to more breath taking beautiful deserted places than any other
man but then he began to test my devotion....
Next day involved more down climbing, sideways climbing and Mark & Phil tying
me to a niche of rock in a cave - you could have just asked boys!
"Shag" says Phil as I sit next to him on a rope bag in the pouring rain "Hmmm
you might need to work on your seduction technique"
"Find a spot you're happy to belay from" Tide's on the way in, maybe a little
higher with fewer barnacles..... So I'm belaying thinking if the sea gets much
closer I will scramble up to that little nook (maintaining hold of my rope of
course)
I can sit out the night there, I have my survival kit in my pocket.... Migraine tablet,
Smokes and coffee granules... I'll be fine
"Lets go to The North Light for picnic" he says Well a lighthouse sounds nice and
rain/wind-free doesn't it ? - imagine an abandoned concentration camp
It's been amazing Phil - loving my adventures with you x
Where Phil leads I will follow......
I'm now a Real Rock Chick ~
Patricia The Stripper
 For Patricia
Is the best stripper in town
And with a swing of her hips
She started to strip
To tremendous applause
She took off the draws
And with a lick of her lips
She undid all the clips...
(Chris De Burgh)

The Only Way Is Up!
Our regular feature of achievements in the
club.
It doesn’t matter how long you’ve been
climbing for or at what grade you climb at. We
all like to climb a little bit better than we did
before.
We don’t always get to climb with each other
so if you climb with a regular climbing partner
and think they deserve a mention here, let me
know.
This issue’s achievers are:
Kevin Faux for Bitterfingers E4, Will Izod for
his first E1 (2 on the same day!), Tony Johnson
for Yosemite Wall E2, Alison Lambert for her
first indoor 6b (with the help of Gavin!) and
Ian Lambert for getting up the red overhang
climb when Alison couldn’t!
WELL DONE TO YOU ALL.
How important is it to be safe?
Climbing, by definition is a dangerous activity. We are all aware of the very simple measures that can
be taken to minimise accidents and injuries, the basics have been taught to us and a lot of it is
common sense but accidents still happen.
What else as club members can we do? When was the last time you thought about learning new
techniques/skills? When was the last time you thought about getting some refresher training?
Indoor wall climbing is far safer than being outside, standing on a 1 metre wide ledge with the waves
lapping at your feet and several tonnes of loose rock just waiting to be pulled down from above by the
climber that you’re belaying for but because being indoors is a familiar, comfortable ‘softer’
surrounding we all become by human nature complacent and sometimes just slack and lazy!
Listed below is a simple checklist that is by no means exhaustible and I for one will make an effort to
mentally tick them off each and every time I climb or belay for someone.
Equipment: Is it in good working condition and being used as intended or designed? Obviously, the
main items to consider here are harness, rope and belay devise.
Knots: There are many different knots for many different applications. The most important knot you’ll
ever tie is the one that connects the rope to your harness. Use the knot you are familiar with and know
how to tie it. The knot considered to be the safest for this is the re-threaded figure of eight but the
bowline is also generally acceptable as long as you know how to tie it. Both these knots (and any
others that might be used) should ALWAYS be finished off with a stopper knot. You’ll never know just
how important the stopper knot is until you actually need it. If you finish tying your harness knot and
haven’t left enough spare for a proper stopper knot – TIE THE BLOODY THING AGAIN!!
Environment: is the surrounding area clear? Is your belayer/are you belaying in the right place? Don’t
let anyone get between the belayer and the wall surface. If somebody walks in front of you whilst you
are belaying, ask them to STOP and walk behind. Most climbers will not be put out by this and will
respect you for bringing it to their attention.
Suitability: Are the climber and belayer suitably matched? Harlow wall supplies sandbags and more
recently ground anchor points. If there is a major difference in size and weight use them. My 11 year
old son has successfully belayed for me using the ground anchors!
This article is mainly written with indoor wall climbing in mind. All of these points and so many more
need to be used and applied when climbing outdoors. Above all, BE SAFE (and have fun J).

Wild Country issue recall of Rocks – By Mark Bown
Gear manufacturer Wild Country has announced a recall of Classic Rocks and Anodised Rocks. The
recall affects certain batches that may of been purchased at any time after 2010.
The following webpage http://www.wildcountry.com/products/product-recalls/voluntary-recall-rocks-andclassic-rocks-issued-07102013/ will provide further information and if you own any wild country rocks
either anodised or not, bought as a set or individually or just simply crag swag you should read the two
pdf files found on the web site carefully.
You are advised by Wild Country to stop using this equipment immediately if your nut sets bear any of the
following batch codes – AG, AH, BII, JBE, to identify the correct batch codes please read the pdf files.
I thought I would share my experience with this recall as I found it encouraging in one respect and
obviously concerning in another.
I first heard about the recall via Facebook because of following the BMC, a week later I received a phone
call from Go Outdoors advising me I had purchased 2 sets of Wild Country Rocks and an individual rock
size 4. As I was on holiday at the time and I planned to return these when I got back. Upon my return, I
had even received a letter from Go Outdoors concerning this issue.
I am impressed by Go Outdoors in the fact they made every effort to retrieve the Rock Sets I had
purchased through them. This is the plus side, I have had three years use out of them, fortunately never
put them to the real test by falling on them, when I checked the batch codes both sets and the spare I had
are affected.
I returned them to Go Outdoors and received a full refund of £111.39! Obviously they couldn’t replace
them as they have withdrawn all their stock, no doubt because they are affected too.
The down side, it has taken near on 4 years for the discovery of the issue by Wild Country, which should
not be possible under the 3-Sigma quality control system gear manufacturers employ. I do not have the
facts as to why this could occur, but does raise alarm bells when you consider I bought my first set in
2010, which is where the affected batches backdate.
Now you may be tempted to say I will use the gear until I get round to returning them or simply ignore the
recall. Although Wild Country state in a small number of cases tested units failed below their rated
strength and in some cases below 7kN (a peak load that cannot be realistically achieved during a fall)
they do not state the minimum peak load failure possible.
However, the trigger for the recall was by a failure in use. This indicates the force experienced leading to
failure of the unit was much lower, maybe we can do some maths in a next edition; however, it may be
prudent checking other peoples gear as time goes on to make sure you are not exposed to the risk and
urge people to return their nuts!
A full refund means you can buy another set!

The club wants your photos!!!!
When sharing your photos spontaneously or after a trip please first
navigate to the HECC Group page, then click on Post and either look up
photos from your Facebook Photos that you have already uploaded or
from a folder or camera roll on your PC or Smartphone. Alternatively if
you can’t be HECC’ed then email them to hecc@hotmail.co.uk and we
will add them to the group page for you.
There will be an award and maybe a small climbing related prize for the
best photo submitted before the end of the year.
So get uploading and don’t forget to tag people in your pics

After two failed attempts (one due to adverse weather and other because the only
ferry linking Scrabster to Orkney had broken down), on Wednesday 7th August at
16.00 Kev, Tony and myself departed Bishop’s Stortford for our trip to climb The Old
Man Of Hoy.
It all started back in a pub - as most of these ideas seem to do - on a wet January night. I
asked Kev what his climbing plans were for the year and he said that he would like to
make a concerted effort to actually climb The Old Man Of Hoy as it had been on his tick list
for a number of years. I don’t know whether it was the influence of alcohol or just blind
optimism, but I thought that it sounded like a great idea and said if he needed someone to
go with and second him up it, I was his man. Not thinking too much of the conversation
afterwards and letting the idea drift from my mind, how surprised do you think that I was
when about six weeks later, Kev asked me if was serious about going as Tony was up for
it as well. Sh*t, what had I agreed to do, could I back out nearer the time? Did I actually
have to climb it or could I just go with them for the road trip? B*gger, I’m never drinking
and discussing climbing ever again with Kev!
So off we set with a car load of climbing gear, bag loads of enthusiasm and excitement in
our voices. With no accommodation booked for the first night and only Tony’s Sat Nav as a
guide, we headed up north with the intention of finding somewhere to stay on route so that
we could have a couple of hours sleep before getting to Scrabster for the ferry the
following afternoon. I don’t know if many of you have ever been in a car driven by Kev
before but he would give Steve Read a run for his money (If you need it explaining ask
one of them for a lift, I will leave it at that ........). Less than 4 1/2 hours later we were
entering Scotland. A few brief telephone conversations later and it became apparent that
accommodation was going to be a problem as the Edinburgh Festival was on, meaning
that any budget hotel within a 100 mile radius of Edinburgh was already booked.
Undeterred we continued driving long into the night until at 01.30 tiredness finally took
over and 30 miles south of Inverness we decided enough was enough and we would find a
nice looking lay-by on the A9 to bed down for the night. Some of you may have heard what
happened on that first “eventful” night but for those who haven’t, it kind of went a little
something like this. Kev found a comfy piece of grass to set up his Bivi, I decided to sleep
in the car and in his infinite wisdom Tony decided that he would sleep in his sleeping bag
next to a ditch. You may think that this was a good idea with the ground being soft and the
car would act as a barrier to any noise from the lorries driving up and down the A9, but no.
As it turned out he chose to sleep next to the most rancid insect ridden ditch in all of
Scotland. Without a cover over his head Tony was being bitten to pieces, so a little over
three hours later and totally fed up, he decided he had had enough and woke Kev and me
up from our peaceful sleeps with the promise that he would drive to the ferry port so that
we could get the earlier ferry.
Following a quick bowl of porridge in a Tesco car park and a freshen up in the gents toilet,
we made it to what can only be described as one of the most depressing ports I have ever
been to. To make matters worse, after we sorted out the tickets, luggage and car parking,
we stood in a queue to board the boat only to find that this was the bus queue to town and
we had to run into the terminal to make the ferry with seconds to spare. The ferry crossing
takes about an hour and a half and gives you your first look at The Old Man, as the ferry
route takes you past it. From the sea you can see three sides of The Old Man but these
sides we wouldn’t be climbing (the main climbs on these sides being E2, E5 and E6).
However you do get to see the differing colours and layers of the rock as well as get a
sense of the exposure and fragility of the rock. The excitement in the group was building
as the anticipation of our climb grew nearer. The tiredness from only three hours sleep had
disappeared.

I don’t know what it is with the authorities in Orkney but it seems as though they want to
attract you to Orkney and then trap you in Stromness. The ferry arrives at 10.15 but the
direct ferry to Hoy from Stromness departs at 10.00 and then at 14.20, what’s all that
about? You can either spend four hours in Stromness - not recommended - or get a
suicidal taxi driver to drive you to the other side of Orkney in ten minutes so that you can
catch the ‘other’ ferry to Hoy. With the thought of 4 hours in Stromness filling us with
dread, we took the second option and made the other ferry with moments to spare. When
this ferry docked at the aquatic equivalent of a bus stop we found ourself finally on Hoy,
but unfortunately at the wrong end of the island and with no means of getting to the hostel
we had booked. Hoy is a beautiful island full of wild open spaces, fantastic views and
psychic taxi drivers. With only a cafe for company we enquired about the island’s only taxi
coming to pick us up and at that moment in he walked and we were on our way again. It
turned out that we were being chauffeured by the same taxi driver that drove Sir Chris
Bonnington across Hoy when he did the first accent in 1966.
Accommodation on Hoy is limited with the choice of the hostel or a bothy. Being one for
my creature comforts I booked the hostel a couple of weeks before we set off. A sign
outside the hostel states that ‘Climbers are hereby warned that there is neither suitable
rescue equipment nor experienced rock climbers in the vicinity. Climbers therefore
proceed at their own risk’. We dropped our bags off and having had only three hours
sleep in the last 24 hours, Kev said that as the sun was shining and weather looked good
we should take the opportunity to climb The Old Man. You can probably imagine the look
on mine and Tony’s faces at this idea, but we agreed he did have a point so we set off with
the thought that if we got there and there was another team on it, we would drop our gear
off and come back the following day. On the approach walk in, you can’t see the whole of
the sea stack as you approach it level with the top of the route and have to scramble down
to the start. When we did get to the scramble down point, we met some cheery locals. We
asked them how they were and they said that that had just watched the current climbers
top out and had spent five hours the previous day watching two girls climb the Original
Route. It seems there are limited things to do on Hoy! As it transpired our ‘good luck’
continued as a team were just topping out (not sure if it was good or bad luck this time).
Before you could say ‘Tony slept in a ditch’ Kev had his rack on and was descending the
slope to the base of The Old Man.
We climbed ‘The Original Route’. It was listed on UK Climbing as E1 5b, 4c *** and
consisted of five pitches. Other websites I looked at before we set off (not the ones that
Claire doesn't like me looking at but actual climbing ones) gave instructions for a four pitch
climb of 4c, 5b, 4c, 4c, a five pitch climb of 4a, 5b, 4b, 4b, 4b and a five pitch climbing of
4b, 5b, 4b, 4c, 4b so with the exception of the ‘main’ pitch who knew what the grading for
the others was.
At 14.15 I set off on the first pitch. The first pitch is a relatively straight forward line, which
followed the juggy blocks on easy angled rock to the big ledge. The dry weather had left
the rock very sandy and dusty, meaning a little bit of dusting of the hold had to be done
prior to fully committing to it. I would like to think that I placed wonderfully secure gear that
fully protected my climbing partners, but as others who have climbed with me will probably
allude, this is unlikely. Kev and Tony didn’t have any problems and both shot up to join
me. Next came the ‘main’ pitch, 47 meters of 5b climbing. Kev dived head long into this
pitch and after the down climb and traverse across he disappeared to the depth of The Old
Man. Twenty minutes later the radios crackled and he made it to the top of the pitch and
was ready for us to join him. This was the pitch that concerned me more than anything

else, not that the climbing wasn’t within my capabilities but as Kev had so very kindly put it
to me: ‘As the route has an overhanging aspect to it, if you fall off and can’t prussik back
up, you will have to be lowered down into the crashing waves of the sea’. Now my
prussiking skills can be described as ‘limited’ but I have tried it down the wall on more than
one occasion. With Kev’s wording still ringing in my ears I set off thinking ‘Whatever
happens don’t f*** it up!’ The down climb and traverse were straight forward and then I
pulled up into the deep crack to remove a cam which would have saved me some serious
airtime if I had fallen off. After a couple of balancy push offs with my hands and some
delicate footwork on more dusty holds, I emerged at the top of the crack to meet a wide
smiling Kev. I’m not sure if his smile was because he had enjoyed his pitch or that he was
safe in the knowledge that I hadn’t f***ed it up. Tony joined us soon after on the belay
ledge and the main pitch had been done. It was Tony’s pitch next and in no time at all
were all at the top of the third pitch. Tony had decided that four pieces of gear would be
sufficient to climb 25 metres of route and bring his partners up safely. With only two
pitches left and Kev on lead, it was deemed that he would lead out to the top if it was
possible. Fully geared up he set off for the top. After a bit of route finding he soon
disappeared from mine and Tony’s view. As we stood waiting for the news he had made it
to the top, our peace and quiet were interrupted with the crackle of the radios. It appeared
that Kev had found the last remaining nesting Fulmar chicks. For those who have never
encountered Fulmars before, they are a very aggressive bird who will spit the contents of
its stomach over a two metre distance on anything that comes near. Now I’m sure that it
didn’t expect to find three of Herts and Essex’s finest climbing past its nest, but it seemed
as though it has saved up the contents of a day worth of fish to projectile vomit over us.
With Kev having navigated the perils of the Fulmars, he was soon at the top. Excitedly I
raced up after him, dodging the Fulmar vomit the best I could (I did get hit three times,
which left my top stinking my climbing bag out for the rest of the trip and taking four
washes to finally get the smell out) and loving the corner climb to the top (in my view the
best pitch). A shake of the hand with Kev and congratulations on our accomplishments
and it was Tony’s turn to join us at the top. Sat all together we had one of those bloke
moments. Everyone happy and content with life but not wanting to admit it to the others.
It took 8 months after our first conversation, 31 hours after leaving home and 4 1/2 hours
after we started but we had completed the climb. The Old Man Of Hoy ......ticked!
The following day was quite uneventful. We got up late and the psychic cab driver’s son
(who is also psychic and with the same strange sense of humour you only develop from
spending your whole life on a small island with more sheep than humans) arrived to pick
us up and take us to the aquatic bus stop for the ferry back to Orkney and then the ferry
back to the mainland. From here Schumacher drove us along the beautiful highland
coastal road to Stoer. I would have to say that this was one of the best scenic roads in the
British Isles I have been on. Big imposing mountains littered the route, interspersed with
silent tranquil locks, it was an amazing route. One punctured tyre and a portion of fish and
chips later we made it to the hostel in Stoer just as it was closing for the night.
The sounds of the gurgling monster in the hostel bed next to Tony and me woke us as the
light began to appear through the curtainless window. I honestly think that at one point
during the night he actually stopped breathing and was clinically dead before reappearing
as the gurgling monster from the deep. With a renewed energy and excitement, we set off
for The Old Man Of Stoer. This is a proper full-on sea stack. Apparently, at low tide you
can rock hop over to it but as we arrived at high tide, Kev and I had the wonderful pleasure
of watching Tony (aka The White Seal) plunge into the raging waters for a ten metre swim
in his pants with the rope in his teeth to set up the Tyrolean. In Tony’s excitement to

make the swim and get out alive, he managed to plunge into the sea before we were
ready for him, so he had to endure a freezing cold lengthy wait in his pants while we got
enough tension in the rope to send over a towel and some clothes. With Tony fully clothed
and happy again, we pulled across to join him. The climbing on Stoer was superior to that
on Hoy, with the rock being less sandy and more positive. Kev led a 60 metre E1 5b pitch,
which Tony seconded and then after I led the first pitch, Tony led the rest of the ‘Original
Route’, starting with a somewhat exposed layback and finishing with a round of applause
from the watching gallery. An abseil down and a quick Tyrolean across the water (I can’t
understand why Tony didn’t fancy a second swim of the day) and we were back on the
mainland. The Old Man Of Stoer.....ticked!
Back in the trusty Megane we started our journey south. In need of sustenance and a bed
for the night we pulled over into a hotel / restaurant offering cheap accommodation. It
became apparent upon entering this fine establishment that we were in contract worker
territory. Caravans out the back and semi-p*ssed Scottish lads met our arrival. Initial
enquires had established that there weren’t any rooms available for three people for the
night, however they obviously didn't realise that we had a member of our travelling party
who isn't accustomed to the word no. Step forward ‘Silky Johnson’. Within moments of a
glint from his eye, a wry smile and few choice words the landlady was almost giving up her
own bed for the three of us. Ladies beware of this sliver tongued lothario and gents if you
need anything when the answer is normally no, go seek guidance and advice from the
great one. The room didn't turn out to be the palatial palace we hoped but it was warm dry
and for £10 each, it was ideal.
The journey south took us past Loch Ness (no monster viewed on this occasion) to Creag
Nan Clag (The Camel) crag. With only thirteen routes and a ten minute walk in, it
guaranteed a dry crag whatever the weather, which considering we were in sunny
Scotland had to be a bonus. Most of the routes were overhanging with one 6b, two 6c+s
and the rest were in the 7’s apart from one 8. Fatigue was beginning to kick in to my limbs
so after an appalling attempt at top-roping the 6b, I took on the role of belay b*tch for the
day. Kev and Tony had a fantastic time cleaning such classics as Inverarnie
Schwareneggar (2* 7a) Stone Of Destiny (3* 6c+) Paralysis By Analysis (3* 7a+) and The
Final Straw (2* 7a). One moment of particular note was when Tony decided the best place
to rest was while straddling the apply named Stone Of Destiny, which is a rounded boulder
half-way up the route. I’m sure the locals would have frowned at his brazen cheek. Crear
Nan Clag (The Camel) is a fantastic crag in an incredible position with views of a lock and
mountains in the distance but is easily accessible from the road side. If you’re ever that
way and can climb 7a sport go and look it up.
As sustenance and accommodation was still to be found for the night we decided to pack
up and head further south. With the unique directional capabilities of Tony’s Sat Nav to
guide us we headed to the Lake District for the night, via a slight detour to see the
delightful tenement blocks on the outskirts of Glasgow. By now our luck with the weather
gods was starting to take a turn and we arrived at our hostel in Keswick to our first
substantial rainfall. With a day’s climbing in the lakes ruled out for the following day, in the
morning we took a punt that the weather would be better further south in the peaks and
headed for Stony Middleton. The weather gods decided to give us one more day of
climbable weather and a fun afternoon was spent on the limestone trad routes of
Bitterfingers Bay. With one last hurrah we gave our all in the name of Herts and Essex and
climbing with style and passion. I cleaned the wonderfully adventurous and exposed Froth
(2* VS 4c - well it felt exposed and adventurous while I was bumbling my way along on my
first attempt), Tony cleaned the tough starting Dead Banana Crack (2* E1 5c) and

Kev trumped everything that had gone on previously with a clean assent of “One of the
classic test-pieces of the Peak which is a 'must do' “ - Bitterfingers (3* E4 6a). A fitting end
to complete a fantastic road trip.
All that was left was a three hour drive south, a quick stop off for a KFC at Leicester Forest
East services and after 1728 miles we arrived home at midnight on Monday night.
There are loads more stories and tales from the trip, of which some have been mentioned
and others are yet to be divulged. I’m sure in the coming months we will re-tell the tales
over many a pint of beer.

Logistics, Silky and Kevster
(Gavin, Tony and Kev)

If anyone has any aspirations to head up to Hoy and Stoer to climb I have a Scottish Road
map, Orkney guides, ferry times, Scottish hostel guide etc. which were invaluable on our
trip.

This years events and trips.
This year has seen lots of climbing trips, training, new members, epic adventures and
good times with good friends.
There will be loads organised for next year. Details will be emailed and posted on
Facebook.

Coming Soon!

Saturday 26th & Sunday 27th October – Weekend trip.
Saturday 16th November – Deadline for nominations of committee members.
Sunday 17th November – Day trip (Indoor if poor weather).
Tuesday 26th November 9pm – AGM (at Harlow Wall).
Saturday 23rd November – Day trip (Beginner Focused) TO BE CONFIRMED.
Friday 6th December – Christmas Party at The Manor of Groves (fully booked).

Next year!
Lots of day trips, weekend trips and weeks away.
Destinations currently being discussed are Cornwall, Croatia and Meteora
as well as all the usual UK crags up and down the country.

Coffee Club is held most Saturday mornings at Costa Coffee Edinburgh
Way Harlow, details are posted on Facebook by Tony Johnson
Thursday/Friday and usually include a climb afterward at Harlow wall or
another indoor climbing wall.

We are also looking to organise a rope skills training session to include
basic rope skills, knots and rescue of self/others.
Dates and details are yet to be confirmed but spaces may be limited to
groups of 4 at a cost of around £40 - £50 per person.
Please register your interest so that we can get this up and running.

